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TOUR TO THE SURROUNDINGS OF THE CAPITAL
Day 1

ANTANANARIVO

Panorama

Arrival to Ivato international airport,meeting and transfer to the hotel.

hotel

Accommodation in “Panorama hotel”***on bed and breakfast.
Day 2

ANTANANARIVO – ANDASIBE

Vakoana

We are moving towards to the east of Madagascar. On our way there, Forest Lodge
we will visit the Madagascar Exotic reserve, where we can observe
different
another

lizards,chameleons,snakes,bats,crocodiles

,uruplatus

and

reptiles, etc.Continuation to Andasibe.It is a village that is

considered as one of the most important touristic sites of Madagascar.
Lots of tourists go there, in order to observe and admire rare lemurs
such as Indri Indr (the biggest lemur). Special visits will be organized,
in order to see all types of lemurs at close range.A small reserve called
the Island of Lemurs is glad to welcome you. These lemurs are
extremely kind. Make sure you take some fruits with you, since that will
be another reason

for them to come closer. Relatively close to this

park, there is another reserve. There we will be able to see turtles,
crocodiles and “Fosa” (rare predator endemic creature of Madagascar).
Day 3

ANDASIBE – ANTSIRABE
We leave in the early morning, after breakfast and will visit the

Royal Palace
hotel

Analamazaotra national park . On the road to Antsirabe, we will stop in
Ambatolampy, in order to visit the factory of aluminum. There we can
also buy different things made of aluminum such as knifes and other
souvenirs. The views there are truly magnificent.Antsirabe: town known
for its thermal waters. There we can observe the work of precious gems
cutters. This town is also known for its miniatures such as souvenirs of
zebu horn.
Day 4 – 5

ANTSIRABE – AMPEFY
There we will visit Lemur’s park which is located around 22 km away in
the western part from Antananarivo.The park stretches over a 4
hectares ground, at the edge of a river. There we will notice next kinds
of lemurs: sifaka , fulvus, microcebus…
Local small shop will offer you handcrafts (souvenirs, harps of real silk),
postcards,fuits of baobabs etc.
Ampefy is situated in 140 km away form the capital. There we will visit
the volcanic region. It is a small gentle locality. There we can practice
parachuting, hang-glider, rafting, canoeing and the canoe kayak.We will
have a chance to visit the nicest waterfall “Lily” (23m high). Then, we
will pass by the geysers of Analavory with view on the plantations of
fruit trees such as papaya, orange and avocado trees.

Day 6

AMPEFY – ANTANANARIVO
We will head to Antananarivo in the morning. Once we arrive there, we
willdo the city tour.Then, we will have a chance to visit the zoo-botanical
park of Tsimbazaza.This park where we can find various types of
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endemic plants of Madagascar such as Baobabs, Ravinala, Aloe,
Ravintsara is not far from the city.The zoo has a large variety of lemurs
which we will meet in their different natural circles. There we can also
find

Fosa

(predators

of

Lemurs

and

birds),

reptiles

(boa

madagascariensis), turtles and donkeys.In the afternoon,visit of Royal
palace which is situated in 25 km from the center of the capical. Day
use,in the hotel,then,transfer to the airport for the flight back to abroad.
Having visited these areas, it would be possible to continue the trip
towards the coast of Madagascar.
Tariff per person in Euro on request
Included:
-all transfers;
-hotel in the program on half board;
-visit of parks and reserves;
-english speaking local guide;
-day use in the last day in Antananarivo;
-excursion in the program;
-VAT;
-all taxes.
Excluded:
-international flights;
-visa (free in charge);
-lunch, drinks, tips, personal expenditures, extra, insurance.
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